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his year’s rainy winter was my first in the desert, and I couldn’t stop staring at the 
snow-capped mountains. The way the barren valley floor gave way to hills covered in 
patchworks of  yellow and green, it felt as though I’d woken up in Ireland.

The lushness made the drought seemingly disappear and, in fact, Gov. Jerry Brown 
declared the state emergency over in early April. But that doesn’t mean the Coachella Valley is through with 
being parched. “This drought emergency is over, but the next drought could be around the corner,” Brown said 
in a statement. “Conservation must remain a way of  life.” 

This month, we’re exploring the ways in which these increasingly prolonged periods of  drought impact our 
landscape, from plant survival to shifting wildlife distribution. We called on ecologists and researchers to help 
us understand how the desert copes without water – and what we can do to aid in its survival. Additionally, we 
look at another issue close to home: Local ecological expert James W. Cornett weighs in on the recent increase in 
bighorn sheep sightings in La Quinta – and the proposed fence to keep them away from downtown.

As always, we’ve also been on the lookout for the ways in which our environment inspires creativity. In 
this issue, photographer Jane Wilder captures the intimate details of  desert botanicals, while fashion designer 
Amy Yeung upcycles global fabrics to create ponchos perfect for protection against the elements. Plus, local 
landscapers Gino Dreese and Troy Williams take us inside their Joshua Tree masterpiece, Mojave Rock Ranch – 
an amalgamation of  treasures, both recycled and grown.

As we’ve seen over the last few months with events like Desert X and Coachella, the desert is continually 
giving of  itself  as a backdrop for artistry. Here, we consider our response to its current condition: giving back.
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